
 
Crop update as of 3 April 2014 

 
 
AMITOM countries  
 
European Union: 
France 
The volume of the contracts is 190 000 MT for a surface planted of about 2400 ha, which is more 
than in 2013. Feld gate price ranges between 81 and 90 €/MT depending on the region and on 
the quality. Weather conditions are currently good. Planting started this week in the south-east 
and will start mid-April in the south-west.  
 
On 26 March, it was announced that former cooperative Le Cabanon had been sold by Chalkis to 
the Portuguese company Unitom (the company however has no more first-stage processing 
activity). 
 
Greece 
The winter was dry and there may be issues with water availability in some areas this season. 
Transplanting started 10 days ago in the south and this week in other regions. The price this year 
will be 84-85 €/MT delivered for short distances, with extra costs for long deliveries. The volume 
forecast remains 480 000 MT. 
 
Italy 
South: Contracts are now closing with prices of about 95 €/MT ex-field for round tomatoes (90 
€/MT in 2013) and 105 €/MT for long tomatoes, with high transport costs to be added (up to 
18/20€ for long distance). The surfaces planted should be 5 to 10% higher than in 2013 and 
production is estimated at 2.4 million tonnes. Transplanting started this week in Caserta area and 
next week in the other areas. Conditions are good and the reservoirs are full. ANICAV’s survey of 
the stocks of finished products shows that these will be low for small packaging at the end of the 
season. 
 
A presentation on the future inter-professional organization for the South and Centre of Italy has 
been posted on the WPTC website.  
 
North: Distretto figures (see below) show that 156 contracts were signed for a total volume close 
to 2.4 million tonnes, 60% for private companies and 40% for cooperatives. This represents 20% 
more than last year final production. The price is 92 €/MT ex-field on average, to which must be 
added 6 to 10 €/MT for transport for crops close to the factories and till 20 € / ton for the most 
distant. Conditions were good for field preparations and transplanting started this week.  
 
The total forecast for Italy remains 4.8 million MT. 
 
Portugal 
Contracts with growers were signed at the end of February and recent reports suggest that the 
intentions to process/plant increase significantly from the actuals of 2013. Contract prices vary 
from company to company with many reaching an agreement to pay early and late season 
premiums. Overall this represents an increase of 2-3% in the cost of tomatoes over 2013. 
Planting started early after the 20th of March and is currently interrupted by heavy rain. We should 
await the progress of planting and establish planted area before considering any change to our 
volume forecast at 1.2 million MT. 
 



 
 
Spain 
There is no solid figure yet for contract volumes but the estimate is between 2.1 and 2.2 million 
tonnes. Planting started around 15 March in Andalusia and this week in Extremadura with a small 
delay of a day or two delay due to rains. The price is between 76 and 78 €/MT ex-field, with 
transport costs about 6 €/MT on average.  
 
Non EU-countries: 
Tunisia 
The first forecast for the 2014 season is for 18 200 hectares to be planted, for a total production 
expected of 1 million MT, of which 800 000 MT for processing. It is expected that 125 000 MT of 
tomato paste will be produced.  
In view of the good level of rainfall in March and the improvement in the availability of water for 
irrigation, yields are expected to increase to a national average of 55 MT/ha. Transplanting are, 
however, delayed by rains, especially where soils are heavy. The price for fresh tomatoes is 
currently 0.13 TND/kg (60 €/MT) delivered, however, new negotiations between UTICA and 
UTAP are expected in the next few days. Mechanisation is increasing with at least three more 
companies investing in new equipment for soil preparation and in harvesters. A project for 
payment according to quality criteria is in the process of being finalised and will be tested this 
year before its possible application in 2015  
 
Turkey 
The weather situation is the same as in Greece with the risk of water issues in some areas, which 
should not affect the tomato crop too much. There were some rains in the last two weeks. 
Transplanting has started in the Izmir and the Aegean regions and will start in two weeks in the 
north. It is estimated that 32 000 to 33 000 ha will be planted for a volume to be processed of 2.3 
million tonnes. The price is currently estimated at 70 €/MT delivered for cash payment, with 
higher prices for delayed payment and for long distance transport, however the exchange rate is 
fluctuating a lot at the moment   
 
Ukraine 
Situation in Ukraine is not clear yet. Weather is normal for spring. Direct seeding should start 
within a week or two. Tomatoes in greenhouses are grown according to schedule. January 
forecast of 470 000 MT and 6 000 ha maintained. It should be corrected by the end of April. 
Contracting situation is rather difficult due to uncertain exchange rate of Ukrainian Hryvnia. Now 
most farmers and processors agree on their intentions to grow/buy tomatoes and prices will be 
agreed later. In my opinion, in USD price for fresh tomatoes will remain the same as last year or 
slightly lower. 
 
Russia 
Seedlings are already in greenhouses. Almost 1 600 hectares are prepared for planting. Main 
regions are Astrakhan, Volgograd, Kabardino-Balkarie and Krasnodar. 80 000 MT of tomatoes 
will be processed in Russia in 2014 season. Prices are not yet agreed and set. In addition to 
weather conditions, health of the local currency, and the ability to settle the “Ukraine crisis” do 
affect this season in Russia.  
 
 
Other WPTC countries 
 
Southern Hemisphere: 
Argentina  
We still have tomato fields to harvest for the whole month of April. For now, we keep the forecast 
of 330 000 MT for Argentina. 
 
Australia  
This year harvest commenced on 2 February 2014. A number of the early crops were 
disappointing, with below average to average yields, possibly the result of a cold early start to the 



season at planting time, followed by extreme heat. Crop yields have increased in the subsequent 
crops, so final production may be slightly less than the original forecast of 248 000 MT. 
 
Chile 
The Chilean crop will be longer than usual, mainly due the September frost. We estimate finalize 
the season only at the end of April; if the weather conditions are good. We had a light rain last 
weekend mainly in the south tomato area, without any mayor effect.  This week we had sunny 
days and good weather conditions, also according with weather forecast we will have it during the 
followings weeks. If this is true, we could keep the last estimation of 860 000 MT. 
 
About the last earthquake: this occurred in the North of Chile, very far from the tomato area. That 
is why we didn't suffer any inconvenient in terms of production or energy. 
 
Northern Hemisphere 
Brazil  
We keep the same forecast for 2014, the total surface must be in between 18,000 and 19,000 
hectares. The transplanting started last month without problems in all regions and must go till the 
end of June. 
 
California 
Water availability has been the key issue with regards to the 2014 crop. The recent storms have 
helped the situation to some extent, but growers in certain areas are still waiting for official 
announcements with regards to how much water they will receive for 2014. This year growers in 
certain areas will receive anywhere from zero to fifty percent of their annual allocation. For 
growers with lower allocations the reliance on pumping ground water will be used to produce their 
crop. At this time, until official water announcements are made in each growing area, it is difficult 
to predict total volume impact. Based on the current information, most expectations are that a 
very slight downward adjustment in acreage could be expected for 2014. So far about 35% of the 
crop has currently been planted (which is currently on schedule for this time of year). Reports 
from the field are that the plants look excellent at this time.   
CLFP inventories as of 1st March 2014 were released on 28 March (see attached). 
 
Canada 
There is no change from the last report. It’s still winter! 
 
China 
For the last 10 days the weather has been sunny and temperature is higher than normal. The last 
batch of seedling has been irrigated by the 31th of March and it is said that transplanting will start 
from the 20th of April in Xinjiang. 
The contracting is going on and the surfaces contracted of fresh tomato is better than last year. 
The total estimation up to now for 2014 crop stays around 5.75 million MT of fresh tomatoes, with 
3.15 million MT from northern Xinjiang, 1.70 million MT from southern Xinjiang, 0.6 million MT 
from Inner Mongolia, plus 0.3 million MT from Gansu, about 49% higher than 2013 crop. 
 
Japan 
The current forecast is 38 500 MT for a surface planted of 550 ha.  
 
 
Other countries 
 
Poland (Slawek Pazkier, Heinz Pudliski, 28/03/2014) 
It is estimated that 4 200 ha will be planted with tomatoes, which would bring a production of 
220 000 MT with a yield of 52.4 MT/ha. About 209 000 MT should be processed into paste. The 
price will be 380 PLN at 5% brix (90.9 €/MT). Warm winter and early spring. Farmers started 
seedlings production earlier than usual and transplanting will start in the end of April. There is 
significant uncertainty for the 2015 crop. 
 
 



Hungary (Zoltan Fodor, FruitVeb, 28/03/2014)  
It is too early to speak about the plantation in Hungary because it is starting a month later. For 
now the estimated is unchanged from the previous one at 85 000 MT. 
 
Bulgaria (Dimitris Nomikos, 02/04/2014) 
It is still very early to have a precise forecast but the estimate is for around 50 000 MT. 



Date of last update:03/04/2014
AVERAGE VARIATION

 2011 to 2013 2014 vs 2013

Algeria** 300        Mem. 260        Mem. 300        Est. 280             15%

Egypt 255        Mem. 250        Misc. 250        Est. 238             0%

France 192        Mem. 141        Mem. 190        Mem. 175             35%

Greece 390        Mem. 425        Mem. 480        Mem. 380             13%

Iran** 1 750     Mem. 1 900     Mem. 2 000     Mem. 1 833          5%

Israel 200        Mem. 210        Mem. 210        Est. 209             0%

Italy 4 500     Mem. 4 080     Mem. 4 800     Mem. 4 510          18%

Malta** 6           Misc. 9           Mem. 9           Est. 8                 6%

Morocco 130        Mem. 130        Est. 130        Est. 146             0%

Portugal*** 1 190     Mem. 997        Mem. 1 200     Mem. 1 084          20%

Russia** 67          Misc. 68          Misc. 80          Mem. 64               18%

Spain*** 1 935     Mem. 1 650     Mem. 2 200     Mem. 1 857          33%

Syria** 50          Mem. 50          Mem. 50          Mem. 87               0%

Tunisia 840        Mem. 618        Mem. 800        Est. 775             29%

Turkey 1 750     Mem. 2 150     Mem. 2 300     Mem. 1 947          7%

Ukraine** 385        Mem. 330        Mem. 470        Mem. 385             42%
Subtotal AMITOM 13 940 13 268 15 469 13 978        17%

of which members in EU 8 213            7 302            8 879            8 013          21,6%

Brazil 1 294     Mem. 1 500     Mem. 1 615     Mem. 1 461          7,7%

Canada 503        Mem. 322        Mem. 375        Mem. 417             16%

California 11 460   Off. 11 020   Mem. 12 247   Mem. 11 182        11%
China 3 230   Mem. 3 850   Mem. 5 750   Mem. 4 624          49%

Japan 37          Mem. 35          Mem. 39          Mem. 33               10%
Subtotal Other Members 16 524 16 727 20 026 17 718        19,7%

 

Bulgaria 22          Est. 28          Misc. 50          Misc. 24               79%

Czech Republic 15          Est. 15          Est. 15          Est. 15               0%

Hungary 15          Misc. 32          Misc. 85          Misc. 37               168%

Poland 165        Misc. 130        Misc. 220        Misc. 168             69%

Slovakia 20          Est. 20          Est. 20          Est. 20               0%

USA excluding California 488        Off. 482        Off. 480        Est. 461             0%
Subtotal Non Members 725      707      870      725             23,1%

 
Total Northen Hemisphere 31 189 30 701 36 365 32 421        18,4%

of which WPTC members 30 464          29 995          35 495          31 696        18,3%
of which European Union 8 450            7 526            9 269            8 277          23,2%

  

Argentina 360        Mem. 415        Mem. 330        Mem. 377             -20,5%

Australia 185        Mem. 193        Mem. 248        Mem. 155             28,5%

Chile 668        Mem. 682        Mem. 860        Mem. 715             26,1%

Peru 80          Misc. 99          Misc. 95          Mem. 81               -4,0%

South Africa 125        Mem. 115        Mem. 120        Mem. 117             4,3%
Subtotal members 1 418   1 504   1 653   1 445          9,9%

  

Dominican Republic 245        Est. 250        Misc. 250        Est. 258             0,0%

India 130        Est. 130        Est. 130        Est. 130             0,0%

Mexico 50          Misc. 40          Misc. 40          Est. 43               0,0%

New Zealand 70          Misc. 78          Misc. 52          Misc. 72               -33,3%

Senegal 40          Misc. 39          Misc. 75          Misc. 56               92,3%

Thailand 260        Est. 260        Est. 260        Est. 260             0,0%

Venezuela 40          Est. 20          Est. 20          Est. 33               0,0%
Subtotal non members 835      817      827      853             1,2%

-                
Total Southen Hemisphere 2 253   2 321   2 480   2 298          6,9%

  
GENERAL TOTAL 33 442 33 022 38 845 34 719        17,6%

of which members of the WPTC 31 882       31 499       37 148       33 141        17,9%

WPTC as percentage of total production 95% 95% 96% 95% 0,3%

For more information, contact Sophie Colvine, WPTC General Secretary at colvine@tomate.org  - www.wptc.to
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Sources:
Mem.= WPTC members, Off.=  Official data, Misc.= Other sources (industry contacts, press, …), Est.= WPTC estimate, in the absence of reliable 
data
Notes:
*Hemispheres are not defined in the strict geographic sense but as Northern Hemisphere: crop period mainly July to December & Southern 
Hemisphere: crop period mainly January to June 
** AMITOM associate members
*** Tomatoes produced in Portugal but processed in Spain are reported in Spain

DISCLAIMER:
WPTC does not guarantee or assume any liability for the accuracy of the contents of this report and shall not 
be responsible for any losses sustained as a result of relying on the contained information.
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OI DISTRETTO DEL POMODORO DA INDUSTRIA DEL NORD ITALIA:  

CONSEGNATI 156 CONTRATTI PER LA CAMPAGNA 2014 
DATI IN LINEA PER RISPETTARE  

L’OBIETTIVO DI PRODUZIONE DI 2,4 MILIONI DI TONNELLATE 
 
Sono 156 i contratti consegnati all’Organizzazione interprofessionale Distretto del 
Pomodoro da Industria del Nord Italia per la campagna 2014. Un dato che fa emergere la 
tendenza verso una conferma dell’obiettivo di una produzione 2014 che si dovrebbe 
attestare intorno ai 2,4 milioni di tonnellate, quantità ritenuta idonea – anche secondo 
quanto previsto dal contratto quadro d’area sottoscritto lo scorso gennaio – per garantire 
l’equilibrio tra la domanda e l’offerta.  
Il raggiungimento dell’obiettivo dei 2,4 milioni di tonnellate permetterebbe un recupero 
del 20% del prodotto rispetto al consegnato della campagna 2013, archiviata come una 
delle più difficili degli ultimi dieci anni.  
I 156 contratti depositati nel mese di febbraio sono stati al centro dell’attenta attività di 
controllo dell’Oi che nell’analizzarli ha verificato il rispetto di quanto predisposto nel 
contratto quadro d’area.  
<Allo stato attuale – il commento del presidente dell’Oi Pier Luigi Ferrari – possiamo dire 
di essere perfettamente in linea con le aspettative e con la programmazione più volte 
auspicata dall’Oi. Ricordato che il 97% della materia prima contrattata dalle imprese di 
trasformazione proviene dalle OP associate, si può affermare che allo stato attuale 
prevediamo il rispetto di una produzione programmata di 2,4 milioni di tonnellate. E’ un 
ottimo segnale che giunge dalla filiera. Dopo la sottoscrizione a gennaio del nuovo 
contratto d’area con cui si è stabilito il prezzo medio di riferimento del pomodoro per il 
2014 con una tempistica che ha permesso una programmazione con buon anticipo della 
prossima campagna, anche la fase di consegna dei contratti si è svolta senza intoppi. In 
questo quadro si valorizza e si rafforza ulteriormente il ruolo dell’Oi Pomodoro da 
Industria del Nord Italia attribuendole un compito importante nella raccolta dei dati relativi 
alle quantità contrattate e al mantenimento degli impegni presi in contrattazione>.  
 

IN ALLEGATO FOTO: LAVORAZIONE DEL POMODORO E IL PRESIDENTE FERRARI. 
 

Addetto stampa Oi Pomodoro da industria del Nord Italia 
Cristian Calestani 
Tel. 340 2326990 

e-mail cristiancalestani@libero.it 
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For further information, contact: 
Rob Neenan, President/CEO 

Allyson Rathkamp, Special Projects Manager 

 

 

U.S. PROCESSED TOMATO STOCKS-ON-HAND REPORT FOR MARCH 1, 2014 

 

Inventories of U.S. processed tomato products were close to 7.3 million tons, stated on a raw 
product equivalent basis, as of March 1, 2014, according to a report released today by the 
California League of Food Processors.  Inventory is down 13% from the prior year level.  
Apparent disappearance of tomato stock increased 3% to about 10.6 million tons during the nine 
month period of June 1, 2013 to March 1, 2014, compared to the prior reporting period. 

Total bulk tomato paste stocks, including inventory held for remanufacture, were estimated to 
total close to 4.9 million tons, on a raw product “paid-for tons” equivalent basis, as of March 1, 
2014. 

The U.S. bulk tomato paste-for-sale inventory on March 1, 2014 was close to 3 million tons, on a 
raw product “paid-for tons” equivalent basis. 

CLFP statistics reports are estimates of the total U.S. processed tomato supply, based on 
voluntary reports from processors throughout the United States.  Participating processors handle 
92.54% of total U.S. tonnage of processing tomatoes. 

 
************************************************************************** 
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CLFP Statistics Report 
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California League of Food Processors 
U.S. Processed Tomato Supply & Movement 

 
 
 

 
March 

 
2012-2013 

 
2013-2014 

Percentage 
Increase/Decrease 

Beginning Inventory (June 1) 5,582,000 5,247,000 -6% 

Pack 13,175,000* 12,644,000* -4% 

Total Supply  18,757,000  17,891,000 -5% 

March 1 Inventory 8,412,000  7,281,000  -13% 

9 Month Disappearance 10,345,000  10,610,000  +3% 

Monthly Disappearance 1,149,000  1,179,000  +3% 

 
This report is an estimate of total U.S. supply and demand for processed tomato products. 
 
Reports are based on voluntary pack and inventory reports furnished by participating U.S. processors. 
 
2012-2013 pack year statistics based on reports from processors handling 94.00% of U.S. tonnage. 
 
2013-2014 pack year statistics based on reports from processors handling 92.54% of U.S. tonnage. 
 
All positions are stated on a “raw product tons” equivalent basis. 
 
CLFP “Pack Year” begins June 1st and ends May 31st.  

*  2013-2014 Pack based on PTAB’s final report (10/28/2013) of 12,113,015 for California, plus the reported pack production by the 
USDA/NASS 2013 Vegetable Summary by other states (530,800) released 3/27/2014.   

** 2012-2013 Pack based on NASS final report released January 2013  
 
 
All numbers are rounded to the nearest 1,000 lbs. for the purposes of this report. 
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March 28, 2014        
 
TO U.S. TOMATO PROCESSORS AND INTERESTED PARTIES: 
 
Listed below are the 2013-2014 Bulk Tomato Paste and Bulk Tomato “Paste for Sale” pack and 
inventory as of March 1, 2014 for U.S. Tomato Processors.  
 
 

Total Bulk Tomato Paste Pack and Inventory  
   

 2012-2013 2013-2014 

Total Bulk Tomato Paste Pack (including bulk 
"paste for sale" and paste held for companies' own 
remanufacture operations) 

10,013,000 9,557,000 

Total Bulk Tomato Paste Inventory  
as of December 1 

8,551,000 7,483,000 

Total Bulk Tomato Paste Inventory  
as of March 1 

6,108,000  4,922,000  

   
Total Bulk Tomato "Paste for Sale" Stock in Drums, Bins & Bulk 

   
 2012-2013 2013-2014 

Total Bulk Tomato “Paste for Sale” Pack 7,450,000  7,178,000  
Total Bulk Tomato “Paste for Sale” Inventory  
as of December 1  

5,654,000  4,590,000  

Total Bulk Tomato “Paste for Sale” Inventory  
as of March 1  

4,216,000  3,031,000  

 
Bulk Tomato “Paste for Sale” – Bulk tomato paste, converted to a raw product “paid for tons” equivalent, 
being held in drums, bins, and bulk, that has been packed to be sold.  Does not include bulk paste being held 
for companies’ own remanufacture, or paste in food service or retail/consumer package sizes. 
 
2012-2013 pack year statistics based on reports from processors handling 94.00% of U.S. tonnage. 
 
2013-2014 pack year statistics based on reports from processors handling 92.54% of U.S. tonnage.* 
 
 * 2013-2014 Pack based on PTAB’s final report (10/28/2013) of 12,113,015 for California, plus the reported pack production by the 

USDA/NASS 2013 Vegetable Summary by other states (530,800) released 3/27/2014.   
 
All numbers are rounded to the nearest 1,000 lbs. for the purposes of this report. 

 
CALIFORNIA LEAGUE OF FOOD PROCESSORS 

2013-2014 U.S. BULK TOMATO PASTE  
SUPPLIES & MARCH 1 INVENTORY 

 


